Name: __________________________________________

Back-to-School Crossword Puzzle

Down
1. subject in which you learn about songs and
instruments
2. person in charge of a school

Across

4. yellow vehicle that brings kids to school

2. tool for writing

6. measuring tool

3. tools for coloring
5. device for connecting to the Internet
9. used to stick papers together
11. another word for quiz
13. to put a point on a pencil
16. person who plans lessons and helps you
learn
18. book with blank pages for writing

7. people you like being around
8. look at words and understand them
10. afternoon meal
12. what you do with your brain
13. place where students learn
14. subject in which you learn about numbers
15. place where books are kept
17. pink item that helps remove mistakes
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Teachers: Copy this word box to the back of the puzzle, if necessary.

Word Box
Some words will not be used.

alphabet
art
chalkboard
classroom
computer
crayons
desk

eraser
friends
glue
gym
kids
letters
library
lunch
math
music
notebook
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numbers
nurse
office
paint
pencil
principal
read
ruler
school
school bus
sharpen
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snack
spelling
students
teacher
test
think
whiteboard

ANSWER KEY
Back-to-School Crossword Puzzle
Across
2. tool for writing (pencil)
3. tools for coloring (crayons)
5. device for connecting to the Internet (computer)
9. used to stick papers together (glue)
11. another word for quiz (test)
13. to put a point on a pencil (sharpen)
16. person who plans lessons and helps you learn (teacher)
18. book with blank pages for writing (notebook)
Down
1. subject in which you learn about songs and instruments (music)
2. person in charge of a school (principal)
4. yellow vehicle that brings kids to school (school bus)
6. measuring tool (ruler)
7. people you like being around (friends)
8. look at words and understand them (read)
10. afternoon meal (lunch)
12. what you do with your brain (think)
13. place where students learn (school)
14. subject in which you learn about numbers (math)
15. place where books are kept (library)
17. pink item that helps remove mistakes (eraser)
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